Year 6 Homework
Week beginning 20th November 2017
Weekly Reminders




Our PE this week is on Monday and Tuesday. Trainers should be in school every day.
Well done for all the lovely posters that you have brought in for Anti-Bullying Week. I look
forward to hearing the results!
Saturday is the School and Parish Christmas Bazaar. Hope to see lots of you there.

RE/English
Following on from our work in class, write at least one paragraph about what it means to you to be a
Catholic Christian. This work will be going into your RE Books so should be the best presentation that
you can do. You should be drafting, editing and then rewriting so that it has correct spelling,
punctuation and grammar. You can use examples from your own life and Scripture. Think about the work
we did last week about how each one of us is a gift, how can that relate to this work.
Reading
1. You should be reading regularly for pleasure.
2. You should have the username and password for the online reading program ReadTheory. This
week you need to complete activities. As with anything online, if you are concerned about anything
then tell an adult.
Maths
Complete the Maths Revision Quiz 10A and 10B. Choose at least 4 of the questions from each quiz and
explain your reasoning.
Spellings
1. This week you are going to start learning Wordlist 26 spelling. You need to practise these
words and you will be tested on them next week. Remember that it is important that you try
to use these words or spelling patterns in order for you o be able to spell them in a wider
range of contexts – not just in a test!
You need to learn the new words (in Bold) in the first column. The other words in the column
should be words that you already know so make sure that you do. (Regular daily practice is
important.)
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